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**Key**
- Books are italicised e.g. *The Hobbit*
- Shelfmark / Call number # in bold e.g. TR 912.4 ORDN Index

**Contact Us**
Special Collections Desk: specialcollections@ucc.ie | 021 490 2282
Elaine Harrington, Special Collections Librarian: e.harrington@ucc.ie | 021 4903484
Research Collections Twitter Account: @theriversideUCC

**Useful Guides**
Special Collections: http://libguides.ucc.ie/specialcollections

**About the Collections**
All material for this class is located in Closed Access and must be requested.

**Older Printed Books Collection**: Established in the 1970s by withdrawing items published before 1851 from the Library’s general holdings. Most of these items were purchased between 1849 (when the College was founded) and 1900; some were received from institutions such as the Royal Cork Institution, the old Cork Public Library and the Royal Irish Academy. It contains c13,000 volumes, including almost 2,000 volumes of folio and elephant folio size. The main subject coverage is history: Irish, English and European; literature, music, philosophy, natural sciences and medicine are also represented. The majority of items are from the 18th and 19th centuries with a small portion from the 16th and 17th centuries.

**All the Year Round**
*All the Year Round: A Weekly Journal.* Conducted by Charles Dickens; with which is incorporated *Household Words.* [No. 11, Wellington St. North, London]: Chapman and Hall, 1859-1895. **OPB**

**Serials**
Older Printed Books (Special Collections): Vols. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
OPB set is half leather bound with marbled boards.
Household Words
Conducted by Charles Dickens. London: Bradbury & Evans, 1850-1859. OPB Serials
Older Printed Books: vol. 2 (1851); vol. 4 (1852); vol. 6 (1853); vol. 8 (1854); vol. 11 (1855); vol. 18 (1858).
Older Printed Books set bound in half calf with marbled boards and endpapers. Armorial bookplate inside upper boards with motto “Nemo me impune lacesit.”

Other Items
Bentley’s Miscellany. [London: Richard Bentley], 1837-1868. OPB Serials; Hawtin Serials
Older Printed Books: vol. 1 (1837); vol. 5 (1839); vol. 16 (1844); vol. 17 (1845).
Hawtin Collection: vol. 3 (1838); vol. 4 (1838); vol. 6 (1839); vol. 7 (1840); vol. 9 (1841); vol. 10 (1841); vol. 18 (1845).

The Life and Adventures of Nicholas Nickleby. London Chapman and Hall 1839. Hawtin 823.8 DICK


Bleak House. London: Chapman and Hall, 1853. Hawtin 823.8 DICK

Mrs. Lirriper's Legacy: The Extra Christmas Number of All the Year Round. London: Chapman and Hall, 1864. Hawtin 823.8 DICK
Blue paper wraps. Extra set of blue covers with ads on all 4 sides included.

Doctor Marigold's Prescriptions: The Extra Christmas Number of All The Year Round. London: Chapman and Hall, 1865. Hawtin 823.8 DICK
Blue paper wraps. Extra set of blue covers with ads on all 4 sides included.

Mugby Junction: The Extra Christmas Number of All the Year Round. London Chapman and Hall 1866. Hawtin 823.8 DICK
Blue paper wraps. Extra set of blue covers with ads on all 4 sides included.

Sketches by Boz: Illustrative of Every-day Life and Every-day People. London: Chapman and Hall, 1890. Hawtin 823.8 DICK


Christmas Stories from "Household Words" and "All the Year Round" and Other Stories. London: Chapman and Hall, 1891. Hawtin 823.8 DICK